Love at first blush
As the first of the michelia hybrids by New Zealand breeder Mark Jury to be released in the U.S., Tesselaar’s Fairy Magnolia Blush delivers lilac-pink, lightly fragrant flowers, preceded by velvet-textured, russet-colored buds and accompanied by evergreen foliage — resembling a camellia without the gloss. The upright, compact, bushy shrub reaches 8 ft. high by 6 ft. wide, and is hardy in Zones 7b through 10. It blooms in late winter to early spring when sited in full sun to partial shade. Tesselaar.com

Fabulous phlox
Phlox Early Start is a series of new hybrids bred in Holland and offered as liners from Pacific Plug and Liner. Early Starts are most notable for their ability to flower four to six weeks earlier than traditional paniculata type phlox, according to the company. Currently available in three colors — pink, light pink (pictured) and velvet — it offers a nicely compact plant with flowers that will reach 8 to 12 in. while in the container. The appearance of Early Starts is similar to other paniculata phlox, but with smaller and more abundant blooms. The fragrant plants are densely branched and will put on an impressive show of color from April to July. PPandL.net

Snapless snapdragon
Twinny Peach from Hem Genetics is a double, or butterfly, flower form that does not have jaws or joints. With distinct, soft shades of peach, yellow and light orange, the heat-tolerant plant rewards a full sun garden with abundant flower spikes. Plants will continue to flower all season with little garden care, according to the company. HemGenetics.com

There’s business out there. Get more of it. Guaranteed!
Maximize your chances to win that new landscape or renovation project using the most complete landscape design software available. PRO Landscape will help you communicate your designs with stunning photorealistic 3D images, easily create accurate 2D and 3D CAD drawings and automatically generate professional proposals. We guarantee you’ll sell, plan and bid better than ever before, or we’ll give you your money back.

“I’ve won every bid when I’ve used PRO Landscape.”
Aron Hoffman, Groundskeepers Landscaping, Inc.

Explore PRO Landscape's features:

**VISUAL DESIGNS THAT SELL**
Excite customers with photos of their home with recommended landscaping in place.

**PROFESSIONAL PROPOSALS**
Show your professionalism with complete, polished proposals prepared in seconds.

**ACCURATE SITE PLANS**
Easy-to-use CAD lets you quickly develop detailed, accurate site plans.
NEW CULTIVARS

**Orange intensity**

The fade-resistant, double blooms of Syngenta Flowers’ Moonsong Deep Orange hybrid African marigold make others look more golden than orange. The flower size ranges from 2.5 to 3.5 in. Plants will flower in about 70 days under short days or 84 days under long-day growing conditions. The vigorous, stress-tolerant plants will reach 12 to 15 in. tall. Over the summer, the old blooms will be covered with green foliage, which keeps the plants looking fresh throughout the season. Syngenta-Flowers.com

**Straight and tall**

Ball’s award-winning, first year-flowering perennial Gaillardia, Mesa Yellow, flowers early and fills landscapes quickly. It maintains a controlled height of 16 to 18 in. without “flopping” over. Drought tolerant once established, Mesa Yellow shows intense, non-fading color all season on upright, well-branched plants. BallLandscape.com

**Early-season color splash**

Monrovia’s Sun Parasol Mandevillas are hybrids that have been available in North America for just a few years. Sun Parasols are valued for their intense flower color and glossy foliage. They are floriferous and will bloom with shorter daylight hours, so clients can enjoy the flowers as early as February, depending on variety. Colors include Giant Crimson, Giant Pink and Stars and Stripes. Monrovia.com
Golf’s U.S. Open was in Pebble Beach, CA. Bill Davids, president of Clarence Davids & Co., and his team hopped on a plane and headed west. They didn’t go to watch professionals play the famed golf shrine. Davids and his team were there to landscape the corporate hospitality area, the main entrance promenade and the merchandise pavilion. “The U.S. Open was in Chicago at Olympia Fields (Country Club) in 2003,” Davids says. “We won the contract, and we’ve been doing it ever since.”

LM recently spoke with the second-generation owner to discuss changes in maintenance.

TOP TRENDS

- **Environmental concerns.** We’ve seen a move to more natural landscapes. Instead of trying to mow everything, we’re having some areas utilize more natural plantings or a lower mow turf mix. There seems to be a desire to be more environmental — using fewer chemicals and less water. We have a commitment to being good stewards of the land and to create natural sustaining environments. The goal of the new generation of landscapers is to use fewer chemicals, less water and become more natural.

- **New technology.** We use equipment to maximize our labor. An example is stand-on mowers. Any type of newer equipment that saves labor and is better for the environment (e.g. uses less fuel, etc.) — all those things are taken into account when we do our purchasing.

- **Equipment maintenance.** There is a return there. We utilize our equipment for several years. When equipment gets a certain number of hours, we are ready to trade it in. We have full-service mechanics, and we service all our own equipment. We keep our equipment a long time and keep it in good condition.

TOP OBSTACLES

- **The economy.** Lower budgets are caused by a poor economy. Even on the Gold Coast, in downtown Chicago, they’re seeing the impact. If one or two $1 million condos in a building are in foreclosure, that throws the whole budget off. The management company has less money to run the building, and eventually it trickles down to landscaping. We’re doing fewer services for less money. Bottom line, it affects our sales.

- **The government.** The biggest intrusion in Chicago is prevailing wage. The prevailing wage law for Illinois does not recognize landscaping as a profession, so they don’t recognize our rates. They throw us in this category with highway workers, which is five times our current wage. The state has no money, but they continue with these outdated laws that are confusing and counter productive. We’ve made a decision to no longer bid prevailing wage jobs.

TOP OPPORTUNITIES

- **Cross-selling.** Design/build is still a strong sales tool. It gives the landscape maintenance contractor a very creative way to add sales and benefit their maintenance clients. We can redesign certain parts of a client’s property or redesign an old, tired landscape or an entryway. It gives us that creative edge over a pure maintenance contractor. Design sales are down, but it’s imperative we continue to use it to benefit our clients.

- **H2O.** There is opportunity in how we need to capture rainwater. We need to begin designing and installing underground tanks for the storage and reuse of that water in the landscape. We continue to look at technology. I see that as key in years to come.

- **Innovation.** There are a lot of new plants out there that have been improved. Native plants that take less water, less maintenance — they look better longer in the season. We have the ability to redesign areas and take out the problem plants — the older plants that have too many diseases and require too much water and maintenance.
Payment must be received by the classified closing date. We accept Visa, MasterCard, and American Express.

Mail LM Box # replies to:
Landscape Management Classifieds, LM Box #______
306 W. Michigan St., Suite 200
Duluth, MN 55802
(please include LM Box # in address)

Every month the Classified Showcase offers an up-to-date section of the products and services you’re looking for. Don’t miss an issue!

ADVERTISING INFORMATION
Call Kelli Velasquez at 216-706-3767,
Fax: 253-484-3080,
E-mail: kvelasquez@questex.com

Incorporate for as little as $99
Visit www.incorporate.com or call 800-616-0216

WANT TO BUY OR SELL A BUSINESS?
Professional Business Consultants can obtain purchase offers from numerous qualified potential buyers without disclosing your identity. There is no cost for this as Consultant’s fee is paid by the buyer. This is a FREE APPRAISAL of your business.

If you are looking to grow or diversify through acquisition, we have companies available in Lawn Care, Grounds Maintenance, Pest Control and Landscape Installation all over the U.S. and Canada.

182 Homestead Avenue, Rehoboth, MA 02769
708-744-6715 • Fax 508-252-4447
E-mail pbcmello1@aol.com

EARN BIG
With Landscape Lighting
-Great Add-On Sale
-Enhance Your Projects
-Penetrate Affluent Households

WE CAN TEACH YOU TO DO LANDSCAPE LIGHTING THE RIGHT WAY!
Training • Support • Products
Call For Information
1-800-687-9951

FLORASEARCH, INC.
In our third decade of performing confidential key employee searches for the landscape/horticulture industry and allied trades worldwide.
Retained basis only.
Candidate contact welcome, confidential and always FREE.
1740 Lake Markham Road
Sanford, FL 32771
407-320-8177 • Fax: 407-320-8083
E-mail: search@florasearch.com
www.florasearch.com
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Landscape Management is proud to be the official publication of the American Society of Irrigation Consultants. Our commitment to coverage of irrigation and water issues makes us the perfect fit to work with “an organization of professionals within the irrigation industry.”

AD INDEX

BRITE IDEAS decorating

CALL TODAY to find out how to receive $5000 in FREE product
888.200.5131 www.sayitwithlights.com

• No Franchise Fees
• Year Round Support
• Complete Marketing Plan
• Exclusive Product Line

Landscape Management

Reddick Equipment Company INC.

Reddick Equipment
Sales: 800.334.3388
www.reddickequipment.com

Lawn & Turf Sprayers

Ice Control Sprayers
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Honesty always rings true

Remember what it was like to possess unbridled honesty? For many of us adults, it’s been decades.

Unbridled honesty is what made “Liar, Liar” — the 1997 comedy in which Jim Carrey played an attorney who can’t help but speak his mind and tell the truth at every turn — so appealing at the box office.

On a daily basis, I get a whiff of that pure-white honesty children seem to innately possess, thanks to our three children, our 25 nieces and nephews and my 10 godchildren.

We adults could learn a lesson or two about rigorous honesty from these little ones. Complete honesty not only is the easy way; it’s the only way.

Our day-to-day dealings and long-term relationships with co-workers, customers, the public and our families and friends, hinge on honesty. Fortunately, honesty is pretty straightforward: Is it true or false?

Having said that, in practicing honesty sometimes there’s a golden mean — that perfect spot somewhere in-between a child’s penchant to be brutally honest (where, in some cases, a taming of the tongue would be advisable) and that point to which many of us adults seem to have “progressed” — where too much is muddied or buried for myriad “reasons” (also known as rationalizations).

Political correctness aside, children’s penchant to freely speak their minds often yields refreshing, humorous “big picture” honesty:

› It’s All About Perspective — A few years ago, Bridgid was cuddling with our ever-lovable son, Jamie, who happens to have Down syndrome. Holding Jamie, and worried about serious medical tests our precious angel was set to receive the next morning, Bridgid told him: “When I was student teaching in college, I worked with some beautiful children who had Down syndrome, and Dad and I said to each other way back then, ‘Wouldn’t it be fun to adopt a kid with Down’s?’ … And then God gave us you years later.” Jamie’s eyes lit up. He grinned ear to ear and asked, “You mean I was your dream come true, Mom?”

› Laughter: Medicine Without a Co-Pay — Bridgid shared the above story with me that day, when I got home from work. After hearing the touching tale, I looked at Jamie and tried to humorously change the gravity of the conversation: “Let me get this straight. You were hugging and kissing my wife? What were you thinking?” Jamie’s little body shook with laughter as he quipped, “That was my dream come true, Dad.”

› Lord of the Rings — I recently attended a grade school reunion (St. Mark, Class of 1980), where my wife discovered I’d previously proposed to five other women. Luckily, I was in the first grade when I was handing out rings. I’ll never forget my dad asking me about the five plastic companion rings I was wearing and then grinning impishly — and cautiously — as he looked at Mom and asked, “Why on Earth would anyone want five wives?”

Having five wives is like having five different stories. It’s best to be married to one story — the truth — at work and at home. Absolute honesty is the goal; we claim progress, but seek perfection.
NITROGEN MANAGEMENT SYSTEM EXPANDS YOUR BOTTOM LINE

NUTRISPHERE-N® is a proprietary nitrogen management tool proven to prolong desirable turf color for up to eight weeks!

How? NutriSphere-N’s proprietary nitrogen management system keeps urea in its ammonium form longer. That’s good because plants are able to derive more healthy benefits from the ammonia form of N than nitrate form.

NutriSphere-N is available in select Andersons Professional Turf Fertilizers. Ask your distributor to recommend a NutriSphere-N product that’s right for your needs.

Contact your Andersons Distributor or Territory Manager at 800-253-5296. www.AndersonsTurf.com